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This report docurrients the results o£ a study conducted by the McDonnell
Douglas Astronautics Company (MDAC) from 1 June 1976 to 31 March 1977
for the NASA George C. Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) related to
integrated payload and rriission planning for Space Transportation System.
(STS) payloads. This Phase I7.T effort is a continuation o£ the Shuttle payload
planning studies initiated by NASA/MSFC in October 1974.
An executive snm,-nary o£ this phase is reported in IVII7C-6740, Final detailed
technical results of this study p;nase are reported in the following volumes
^^ MDC G6741:
Volume r	 - Integrated Payload and Mission Planning Process
Evaluation
Volume LT.	 -- Logic/Methodo^iogy for Preliminary Grouping of
Spacelab and Mixed Cargo Payloads 	 .
Volume ZIT -- Ground Data Management Analysis and Onboard
Versus Ground Real-Tune Mission^Operations
Volume IV - Optimum LTtilizatian of Sp^.celab Racks and Pallets
This . YT^lume II presents the results of an analysis to develop logic and
methe.dology for the prelir^n.inary grouping o£ Spacelab and mixed -cargo pay-
loads, in a form that can be readily coded 'into a computer program by NASA.
The appendix to this volume contains Logic diagrams that should be an aid
in .the codixtg process.
I
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CG	 center of gx ^uity
FC	 flight configuration
FCT	 flight configuration type
zPs	 Instxument Pointing System.
MDAC	 McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company
MDE	 ^n.is sion-dependent equipment
MSFC	 Marshall Space Flight Center
NASA	 National Aeronautics and Space Adnzinistratian
PL	 payload
P LH	 payload launch configuration height
PLHEX	 payload extended or deployed height
P/M	 pallet and/or n-^oduTe
F..CS	 reaction control system
SPLAT	 Spacelab payload weight available
STS	 Space Transportatiox^ System
W PL	 weight of payload
WPLT	 total, payload weight
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SUMMARY
The purpose of this task was to develop the Logic and methodology fax- a
preliminary grouping of Spacelab and mixed - cargo payloads in a form that
can be readily coded into a coxnputex program by NASA. The logic developed
for this preliminary cargo grouping analysis is summarized below. Principal
input data include the NASA Payload Model, payload descriptive data, Orbiter
and Spacelab capabilities, and NASA guidelines and constraints (see Figure I--1}.
The first step in the process is a launch interval selection in which the time
interval for payload grouping is identified, This tirz^.e interval is normally for
a specific flight year, however, the program can accept additional increments
of time {quarter years.}, if required. Logic flow steps axe then taken to group
payloads -and define flight coxa.£igurations based on criteria that includes
dedication {by NASA Office or technclogy}, volume, area, orbital parazxieters,
28153
Figure.l-.•l, logic for Preliminary Cargo Gratt^pirlg AnaiYsis
xiii
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pointing, g-1eve1, mass, center of gravity, energy, power, and crew time.
After all possible Spacelab payloads have been loaded, the next logic step of
the program will permit the accommodation of automated payloads on pallets
if all evaluation criteria can still be ^-nat (i. e. , space, weight, power, etc. }.
The program has interactive capability -the capability for zeal-time operation
at remote locations by cognizant engineers. The output .
 of this progratxi will
include information on payload groupings, Spacelab configuration, the number










The Space Transportation System (STS) currently under development by NASA
will begin a new era Qf space. activity that will involve a significant increase
i.n the numbex and type of space payloads and missions. To satisfy the needs
of the vaxious payload users, and in order to utilize the STS in the mast
effective way, additional emphasis is being given by NASA to the unique plan-
ning and program integ^. ation activities necessary to fully exploit STS capa-
bilities.. This planning and 'integration process becomes extremely impoxtant
when considering the high rate of projected STS traffic, the frequent xequire--
rrsent for payload sharing of STS flights, the varied states of payload develop--
m.ent, and file diz£erent operational. aspects o£ each payload.
These payload planning and integration activities include pxelirninaxy engineer-
ing analyses to detexnzine corripatible cargo grouping arrangements and Spacelab
configurations. To augment this activity, NASA initiated an effort to define
an automated program for this purpose. MDAC t s support o£ this effort was to
develop the logic and methodology for a preliminary engineering grouping
analysis of Spacelab and mixed cargo payloads. This engineering grouping
analysis, which is required prior to performing more detailed system engineer-
ing analysis,. will aid in the selection of the most desirable Spacelab payload
groupings and Spacelab configurations.
This report documents the results of the MDAC analyses to develop the Logic
and methodology for a prelimi:naxy cargo grouping program.. Section 1 Areseats
introductory infoxxxxation and fundamental .m.ethodology development. Iu
Section 2, the general n^.ethoclology is expanded and the logic flow is developed.
T.n. Section 3, the payload ordering and output manifests are expanded. Section 4
presents logic and methodology cazxa.pute^ coding. Conclusiaris are presented










in . the coding, process..
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The objective of this e#oxt was to develop the logic and methodology for the
preliminary grouping of Spacelab and mixed cargo payloads in a form that
can be readily coded into a computer by NASA. Task objectives, approach
and general guidelines, and assumptions are suxx^marized on Figure 1--1.
1.2 GENERAL APPROACH AND SCOPE
The overall approach taken was to forxnuiate the general methodology,
identify the evaluation parameters, develop the logic flow, determine an input
data base format, document the results, and coordinate with NASA pra-
gramnzers during l`ASA coding operations, The logic and methodology were
to be developed in a form that could be readily convertible by NASA to Fortran
statements for use with any of the latest high-speed digital computers. Pri--
xs^.ary emphasis was directed to Spacelab payloads; automated payloads .were
given secondary consideration, .There are eight basic Spacelab configurations
covered depending upon core Length and rack and pallet combinations. Flight
durations up to 30 days are accomrxa.odated, however, detailed experixn.ent
tine line requirements are not considered. The program developed was to
have interactive capability, that is, the capability far real-time operations
at remote la cations by cognizant engineers. The program was developed so
that fully dedicated payloads or partially dedicated payloads canbe programmed.
The ,program also has the capability to measure resource usage {such as
weight, power, etc.) and maintain a reserve allowance.
Major assumptions and capabilities affecting logic development are summarized
an Figure l-2. Efforts were made to maintain a degree of detail that is as
simple as possible, yet provides meaningful results, The most significant
assumption was that no time line considerations =were to be considered, This
decision was .made because the inclusion of time line evaluation would add
significant complexity to the logic, beyond the scope desired fox this- task.
This task represents the initial step in the ;planning and integration process
to determine payload grouping and canfiguratioi.^. The logic and methodology
.must then be coded into a computer program by NASA and used to actually
conduct prelirx^inary grouping analyses and payload groupings. Fallowing
this, additional analysis steps are required to determine final payload .groupings
`	 Z




DEVELOP THE LOG lC AND METHODOLOGY FOR THE PRELIMINARY GROUP ING OF
SPACELAB AND MIKED CARGO PAYLOADS iN A FORM THAT CAN READILY BE
CODED INTO A COMPUTER PROGRAM BY NASA
APPROACH:
I} FORMULATE GENERAL METHODOLOGY AND iD=lVT[FY EVALUATION PARAMETERS
2) DEVELOP LOGIC FLOW AND INPUT DATA EASE FORMAT
3} PREPARE DOCUMENTATION AND PROVIDE COORD INATION W[TH NASA
PROGRAMMERS DURING COD ING
GUIDELINES AND ASSUMPTIONS:
I) EIGHT BASK SPACELAB CONFIGURATIONS
2} MAJOR STS RE5OURCE USAGETO BE DEFINED WITH ALLOWANCES FOR RESERVES.
3}	 INTERACTIVE OPERATIONAL CAPABILITY TO BE INCLUDED
Figure 1-9. Preliminary 1=ngineering Analysis of ^pacela6 and Mixed Cargn Payloads — i_ogie and
Mathodalogy (Task 2.1 C)
22692
1} SPACELAB PAYLOADS GIVEN PR f MA RY CON S I DI+RAT i ON S
2} AUTOMA`^ED PAYLOAQ S G IVEN SECONDARY CONSIDERATION
31 EIGHT BASIC SPACELAB CONFIGURATIONS
4} ACCOMMODATE FLl GHT DURAT) ON S FROM 7 TD 30 D/;YS
^} NO TIME LINE CONSIDERATIONS
6? INTERACTIVE CAPABILITY INCLUDED
l) ^^A.iOR ItESOt]RCE USAGE DEFINITION
Figure 7-2. Major Assumptions and Capabilities A{`fecting Lngic Development
nrtnorvnrstx. ^ouG^.?s^_
and configurations based on a mare detailed engineering compatibility
analysis. An intial step fox this detailed engineering cycle is shown in the
lavcrer block on Figure 1--3, Systems Engineering Analysis Logic and
Methodology, in which the logic and methodology would be developed far a
more detailed analysis of payload and cargo compatibility. once completed
and coded into a computer program, it would be used in the overall cargo
grouping analysis to determine £in.al payload grauping and configuration.
An expansion of the approach taken is contained in the following sections.
These sections treat the problem of how the general logic and methodology
was determined for the preliminary grouping analysis. A methodology was
developed which generates the logic £low structure up to the point of satisfying
problem. peculiar constraints, fn general, these constraints dictate logic
flow configuration requirerx^ents. Included are the determination a£ compati --
bility criteria that axe needed to generate a logic £low structure, and additional
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In Section 2, the actual determination of the logic flow structure fox the
Preliminary Grouping of Spacelab and Mixed Cargo Payloads program is
sum.i^zarized. The payloads to be Loaded, £light configurations, compatibility
criteria, and problem. peculiar constraints are identified, and a logic £low
structure is generated.
L. 3 LOGIC FLOW REQUIREIvIE1VT5
In order to determine the logic flow, the following requirements were 	 ^^ ^
considered:
A, Method far the determination of reasonable logic flows,
B. Method far the evaluation of Lagic flows,
C. Allowances £ar problem peculiar constraints {i. e. , unique
constraints impas ed by a particular problem).
In order to achieve these ends, the basic segments of Logic flow via Logic
components are defined as: .
e	 Payloads
^+	 Sets (Groups of Payloads )
o	 Criteria
r	 Flight Canfiguxations
Far a complete grouping process, all payloads must be evaluated against all
criteria. This is equivalent to arranging the criteria in a linear (series,
string) fashion and successively passing the elements through the string, Zn
order to maintain the detail of the preliminary grouping process to its intended
purpose, requirement jA), preceding, is limited to a specific set of criteria
which are discussed later.
The determination of a method for evaluating logic flaw necessitates logic
flow criteria. One set cf criteria that was desirable to satisfy was that the
logic flow be workable, flexible, -.and- fast.. In this context, workable means
that the Lagic flow performs in a teas onable manner, is not too complex, and
solves the problem to the intended level of detail. The logic flow ^.ust be
flexible since the input items rn.ay not be ex^:tirely defined and since it may be
desired to modify the criteria set as more information becomes available.
Since the logic flow will eventually he developed into a i'ortran coded caxn.-
puter program, the logic rr^ust be developed so that the resulting computer
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I.4 COMPATIBILITY CRITERIA
The compatibility criteria axe determined from an evaluation of the character- 	 Y
istics of the paylaads to be loaded and of the flight configuration character
istics, The number and type of characteristics used for the criteria 	 _a
determination defines the level of cozxa.patibility sought in the problem 	 ""
s olutia:,,,	 _.
The previously identified requirement that the flow be fast may be satisfied 	 . ,
^,.,.
by minirnizing the number of decisions (i. e. , criteria test of items }, One 	 „.
method which may be used to rxainimize the number of criteria tests is to
order (group} the criteria with the most restrictive criteria first. This pro
cedure reduces the number of payloads that successive criteria must test
and hence red^..ces the number of decisions. Two pQS Bible methods fox the	 j
determination of restrictiveness axe:
	 ^	 {
•	 Direct Evaluation	 - '
•	 Incompatibility 2vlatxix	 ^ -
	
i 	 I
In the direct evaluation,. a criterion is chosen and each payload is tested
against the criterion. The number of payloads which pass the test is an 	 -
indication of restrictiveness. The more restrictive the criterion, the 	 - -
greater the number of payloads which are rejec^ed. 	 _
	
".	 I
To determine restrictiveness, a quantitative evaluation may be performed as
	
--	 i
above or qualitatively ordering of the criteria from a reasonableness stand-
-	 ;
point znay be performed, 	 ^
__,
To accommodate these requirements, the following constraint was imposed 	 ` "
on the methodology process;	 "^	
^"
•	 Criteria in the logic flaw axe ordered according to restrictiveness 	 ^•-	 j
with the most restrictive criteria. first.	 ---
I. 5 CRITERION MODELING -- GENERAL
The determination of pertineint corr^.patibility criteria and their levels of
restrictiveness may be facilitated by:
i-Y
•	 Grouping criteria to develop trends . and differences.
•	 Modeling criteria for more effective testing.	 ^^ `
..
6
•	 nt^a®NN^Lt noa^Gw^	 _ ..
..^1 __
aThe criteria were .rt^odeled to achieve the grouping referred to above.
Modeling a criterion xnay be a straightforward process or very caxnplex. In
general,• the more complicated that the model is, the more yes-no decisia^is
""	 that are required to test a payload against the criteria.
The model which was used for the majority of the quantitative criteria is the
simple additive model, given in the fallowing example.
Example:
Criterion -- Mass (quantity)
Model Type --Additive (add the mass ^quantity^ of the payload which
is currently loaded to the mass ^quantity^ of the payloads already
loaded)
Decision Test -- Does the total mass (quantity) exceed the available level3
;.n place of the quantity mass, other additive criteria. examples axe energy,
crew tit'ne, etc. A second model type - which was used is that of parameter
n^.atching.
Example:
Criterion -- Discipline (parameter)
Model Type — Parameter matching
Decisioxa• Test -- Is the discipli^^.e (parameter) of the payload currently
being leaded the same as the discipline (pararr^eter) specified?
1_n place of the parameter discipline, other examples are g-level, painting,
etc. The last type of model which was used is that of rearrangement.
Example:
Criterion — CG .
Model Type -- Rearrangement (rearrange elements on the container
according to a subcritexion)	 -
Subcriterion. —Mass
Decision Test —Once rearxangexxxent has been performed, has the
CG (criterion) test been satisfied?
Note that the actual specification of the physical reaxr.angexnent has not been
given. This specificatioxa, depends ox^ the criterion type specified in Section 2.
7






Time line rearrangements would requixe complexity beyond Ehe scope of this
study and therefoxe were not considered. However, in some cases, ti^x^.e 	 --^
duration factors were considered.
If a criterion decision test is not satisfied, then the payload is rejected. It
was assumed, for the grouping pxoblem, that all payloads must be loaded.
The rejection option was then defined as: 	 ^
Rejection -- Due to incompatibility, the payload {PL} cannot be loaded 	 _
on any used flight configuration {FC) (a FC which contains	 .,^„ 
ipreviously Loaded PLs}. An unused {empty) FC was then defined 	 -	 a
and the PL was Loaded onto it. 	 - -
Tolerance levels were considered as part of the criterion modeling process, 	 -
that is, some criteria m.ay have tolerance levels specified in addition to 	 ;
normal maximum levels.
'	 1. b PACKING LEVELS
Packing problems may in general be divided into levels. Exat^.ples far loading
'	 payloads onto the Spa.celab. are: .	-
•	 On.e packing Ieve1 - PL loaded onto FC
	 -
•	 Two packing Levels - PL loaded onto pallets and/or xnoduies 	 - -
(P/M), P/M loaded onto FC	 -
• Three packing levels - PL loaded onto P/M, P/M grouped 	 _,-
into pairs, and P/M pairs Loaded onto FC
The packing process with three packing levels was not as flexible as that with
lesser levels since it was more difficult to pack pairs than single P/M,
Further, although it is felt that same added PL grouping control was achieved
by utilizing more than one packing level, the single packing level, {i. e. , PLs
dixectly onto FCs) was chaosen due to the more general simplicity of the 	 -
logic and the corresponding reduction of computation time and coxx^.putex file 	 -
storage requixexnents in the computer program.	 __,
1. 7 CRITERION MODELING —PACKING ALTERNATIVES
The process for evaluating criteria restrictiveness through criterion xriodeling
has been defined in Subsection 1. 5. Rejection of PL by a criterion, i. e. , the
PL fails the. decision test, is one possibility and is the default option. In the
preliminary grouping of payloads, rejection would mean that a particular PL
would not be loaded onto a particular FC.g
NlCDOMN$LL DOfJGLAS	 '
^^
'^ ^	 Packing alternatives are also options encountered in the loading process given^;
a	 ,
d. in the following Examples.
r ^-;
- ^	 Exazrxple s
<-	 Rearrangexxxent -^- FC CG out of CG envelope, therefore rearrange pallet
r .	 and module locations (i. e. , select new FC).
_.	 Replacement — Surx^ of pallet weight exceeds maxixx^um, therefore rerx^ove
^^ !	 a pallet and substitute another pallet,
Adaptability —Sum of cxew time requirement exceeds available,
therefore add another crewman.
In addition, another packing alternative was identified.
Exarrzple:
y --	 Intervention (Interactive Capability) — Suxn of PL energy exceeds
maximum. by Z percent; human decision allows this PL
_;	 grouping regardless of energy overrun.
.^ f
	
Precise definitions of the packing alternatives must be developed, e. g. , if
PLs are to be rearranged on a pallet or in a module, what is the specific
j	 plan of action for the rearrangement?
^'
A basic ordering for the packing alternatives associated with a criterion may
^- ^	 be determined and depends on the criterion. For exarnpJ.e, for the criterian
of FC CG outside of CG envelope, replacement of a pallet from, one FC to
_z
another FC n3.ay be n:kore difficult than pallet rearrangement within an FC
once other criteria have been satisfied.
'H 	 i
Other constraints are now identified wliich reduce the complexity of the logic
flow.
`^	 s	 Consider only the following packing alternative, and defirse
restrictiveness order far packing alternatives {Least restrictive










D. Intervention (interactive capability)
E. Rejection	 `
In general, it is easier to adapt and rearrange than it is to replace if a
compatibility criterion is not satisfied, Since replacement is really a special. 	 _
case of rearrangern.ent, replacement was eliminated for the sake of simplicity. 	 A
The above listing was used to order the criteria. This ordering is
accomplished using the following constraint;
•	 Critexia restrictiveness is detc:rnzined from the applicable
criterion packing alternatives. 	 Y
1. 8 PAYLOAD AND FLIGHT CONFIGURATION
Some PLs are more demanding on FC resources than others and would
	 "
therefore be rriore difficult to Load once other PLs have been Loaded. it was
therefore desirable to facilitate the packing process by ordering and Loading
the most demanding PLs first. Demanding depends on the particular PLs,
FCs, and criteria.




resource table was defined. The resource table elements are the percentages
of the FC resources used by the PLs, The percentages for each PL are added
across the row with. an optional weighting factor for each resource. Ina 	 "
sense, the PL with the largest total is most demanding, i, e. , the most diffi-
cult to load, and is loaded first. By arranging the totals in decending order,
the PL ordering is defined, The PL Resource Table, in Appendix I, will be
used in Section Z far ordering PLs,
The 'FCs fox the general packing problem. may also be classified according to
type, and all PLs may not be compatible with all types of FCs. The FC types
may also be ordered according to criteria.
There are special considerations which affect the PL ordering and FC type 	 "
selection. Two examples are sets of PLs that should always fly together and 	 -
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^'	 The fundamental methodology development. has been presented in Section 1,
f
	
`'	 Tn Section ^, the general methodology has been expanded, leading to the actual
	
--^	 logic flow diagrams. The results of the Logic development are presented in
	
..:.,	 Appendix I for convc :fence of handling during the coding process, The input
	
_$	 data requirements and the actual Logic diagrams are presented in Appendix I.
7n the following Sections, ail Tables and Figures referred to are contained
in Appendix I. Table and Figure numbers axe not consecutive as they
	
W '	 correspond to block numbers within the flow diagrams.
	
"-	 2. I BASIC PROGRAM FLOW
	
•^ -	 The logic developncxent, as discussed in Section 1, is based on one level
-	 loading, i. e. , loading of Spacelab PLs directly onto FCs with no iaaterm.ediate
	
_	 consideration of non^FC related pallets or racks. The basic ar main logic
flaw control is depicted in Figure. 1.0. The basic input data bases are included
in the iagic blacks which are open--ended on the left-hand side. Additional
operational data files are indicated in blocks 1. $, I. 9, and I. 10. These
	
`^ ^	 blocks or data files are established once and subsequently updated or modified
only as new data or experience warrant. Program initiation begins in
	
{ ;;	 block I, 12. The remaining blocks of Figure I. 0 refer to subsequent logic
	
-	 diagrams where the actual or detailed logic #low is presented, The remaining
	
.•	 discussion consideres each logic diagram. in the order that the computerized
a, flow would occur.
	
t '	 The PL model and the PL data base input data parameters are listed in
Tables 1. I anal 1.2 respectively. The basic Spacelab FC data. base and the
Orbiter capabilities and constraints are listed i_n_ Tables .1, 3 and . 1, 4,
	
T ^	 respectively: Table 1. 5, basic data base file, contains parameters which
do not naturally- belong in the previous data base files. The criterion character--
	







order, showing the packing alternatives and nature of adaptability, if any..
The ordered criteria (the order in which they will be evaluated for each PL)
^3
are listed in Table 1. 9, Finally, the criterion rriodel definition for each
criterion is shown in Table 1, Z 0,
Z, 2 ^ITERACTIVENESS SPECT.FICATrON e
The interactiveness specification logic flow shown in ^`'igure Z, 0, data base
changes in Figure Z, Z, FC dedication options in Figure Z, 3, and tolerance
parameter interactive options in Figure 4. 0, are executed at l:his point, .All 	 ... a
other interactive options occur at appropriate places in subsequent Logic flow
with so^.ne flags being set in Figure Z, 0, The subsequent interactive options
are clearly called out as they occur and will be discussed at that tune.
With interactive capability, the user will be able to make changes to this data
base on any given run, as desired. A major feature of the interactive control
is the dedication option. The user can specify one or more flights to be
dedicated to either one o.r a combination of two prograrxi offices. In addition,
for each flight with two-office dedication, resource percentage splits can be
specified (e. g. , split loading by weight, Office of Applications b0%, ESA 40%).
Also, the amount (%) of reserves for selected resources can be specified.
The final interactive option is that of repacking at the end of the logic £low.
The user will be able to observe the resource usage tables and attempt to
xnove any selected PL from one FC to another.
2. 3 LAUNCi^ ^FTERVAL RESTRICTIONS
Following the initial interactive options, control is returned to Figure I. 0
and the launch interval restriction logic, Figure 3, 0, is called. This logic
sizx^ply selects all of the PLs out of the total PL Model for the desired PL
grouping year currently being considered. These PLs are then stored in a
separate file for further manipulation.
The basic process is to select the PLs out of the PL model for a specified






j	 as the user may specify any nurrzber a£ quaxEer years to be included in addition
'^ ^	 to the specified beginning yeax. Two grouping options are then available:
1, Group all PLs far the interval year {1} + N quarter--years,
^- ^	 2, For the specified interval (yeax (1) + N quaxtex-years), group the
PLs by quarter-year segments within that interval.
2, 4 GROUP PAYLOADS AND LOAD ONTO FLIGHT CONFIGURATIONS
The heart of the grouping logic begins with Figure 7. 0, group PLs and load
onto FCs, Throughout the 7 series of logic flow diagrarrjs, control is trans-
ferred to various segments of the logic fax evaluation of the PL criteria with
each attempt to load a PL onto a FC.
-	 The first step in Figuxe 7, ^ is to transfer control to Figure 7. 3 where the
_-	 PLs of interest (Reference Figure 3. 0) are ordered. They are first ordered
by calculating the percent o£ total resource available in the FC that is required
by the PL. A m.atri.x file is built, doing this far each additive criterion fox
each PL, The matrix rows for each PL are then sursxmed using input rn.ultiply-
ing or weighting £actors fax each criterion as shown in Table 7. 3, 9, The
PLs are then ordered in descending order according to the summed totals.
Next, the list is sorted £or each office-dedicated flight. Each office--
dedicated group is moved to the tap of the list so that they wi11 be selected
--	 for loading fluxing the early execution of the logic. Control is now transferred
to Figuxe 7, 4 for special PL grouping designations. Here one or more sets
-_ of PLs can be designated to always fly together. Since loading a set o£ PLs
onto a FC may pxesent special loading problems, these designated sets are
nZOVed to the top a£ the oxdered PL list so that they will be loaded first,
Actual loading of PLs onto FCs now begins, First, the specially designated
^'	 gxoups of PLs that must fly together are loaded. After these special sets
"	 have been loaded, selections a£ PLs £xosn the oxdered PL list wi11 continue.
L a	 If dedicated flights are required, these PLs wi^.l be the next PLs on the list.
It should be noted that these is a test (Figure 7. 0, Blacks 7.4 and 7.4. 1) to
ti determine whexk all.. of the dedicated flights have beer satisfied, Vahen this
is determined to be the case, the dedication criterion is removed from the
ordered criterion list far the duration of the run.. This makes. is possible to
c. a





available resources permit, In this nnanner, each remaining PL in the list
is successively selected for loading onto a FC.
The first criterion to be tested for each PL is the Instrument Pointing System
SIPS) requirement. This is done by transferring from Figure 7. 0 to Fig-
ure 25. 0, and returning, The IPS criteria is checked first because it has an
'mpact an subsequent criteria that will be evaluated,
2_, 4. 1 FC Selection and Criteria Evaluation
Transfer of control is made from Figure 7, 0, Block 7. 7, to Figure 7, 7 for
FC selection and criteria evaluation. First, the PLs are tested for special
grouping requirements. If there is a requirement, the FC is established for
the first PL of the set and all subsequent PLs of that set are loaded onto the
same FC, If the PLs are not of a special set, then the test is made to deter-
mine if a specific FC type (FCT) is designated for that PL, If so, the logic
increments through the FC manifest and selects the first FC of the desired
type. If the PL cannot be loaded on that FC, the incrementing continues
until the next FC of the desired type is selected. If the FC list is exhausted,
then a new FC of the desired type is established. If no FCT dedication .
requirements exist, the logic simpl y increments through the FC manifest
until the PL is Loaded, 'The criteria tests begin in Figure 7. 7, Block 7. 7. 8,
where control is transferred to Figure 7. 7. 8. The logic begins incrementing
through the criterion list (Table ^.. 9), checking for possible packing
alternatives,
2.4.2 Dedication Criterion
Since the pointing and IPS criteria have already been checked, the first cri-
terion selected from the list is dedication. This is a parameter match model
FC Office designation to PL Office designation. The parameter match model
is in Figure 7. 2l, Tf the parax^.eter match is rriade, the test is satisfied,
After the last PL with a FC dedication is selected from the ordered PL list,
the criterion dedication is deleted fronn the criterion list for the duration of
the run. As previously indicated, this is done to permit the remaining multi-




This criterion is additive, so control is transferred to Figure 7.20. The
j`
criterion here is: After adding the weight of PL (WPL) to the FC, does the
'	 total PL (chargeable) weight (WPLT) exceed the FC Spacelab PL weight
available (SPLAY)? Additional weight checks are made for individual pallets
^ -	 and racks in the pallet and/ar rack volume-area check.
1_ . 2.4.4 Orbit Parameters
The acceptability of PL orbit parameters far a given FC is evaluated in the
'.	 logic flow captained in Figures 23.0, 23.5, 2.3.7, and 23. 10. This, flow also
provides consideration of mission duration extensions.
-	 2.4.5 Volume Area Loading Check
^	 The initial panet and rack volume-area loading check is controlled in
Figure 24. 0. Since this logic is more complex than the other criteria tests,
the first step is an interactive stop, allowing the user to instruct the PL to
.	 be loaded and bypass the logic. If he types in LOG1C, than the logic flow
_ continues as follows. if the PL involves rack loading, this is accomplished
in Figure 24.2 and is checked on the basis of total volume. Dedicated. racks
for specified PLs can be accommodated. The pallet loading becomes more
^,	 complex. The pallet loading is three dimensional in that both above and
=	 below mid.-deck loading is considered. Since viewing and/or gimbaling PLs
are probably the most restrictive to load from a volume-area consideration,^...
;.:	 a preliminary test is made for the viewing PLs. The viewing requirement is
r
identified in. Figure 24. 4. If the requirement exists, control is transferred
j	 to Figure 24. R for preliminary checks. This logic first checks to see if the
PL can he ix^,ounted above mid-deck and remain within the upper PL envelope
{ .	 constraint in the cargo bay. The result of this test is simply that a flag is
set indicating wheth^:r the PL must be mounted above mid--deck or below
",	 mid deck on thy; pallet floor structure.j.
Next, ixx Figure 24. 9. i, the PL area is checked against the available area
and the PL weight is checked against the available weight. One, two, or three
_	 pallet train requirements are considered by the control passing through
^^	 Figures Z4. ll, 24. 12, and 24. 13, as indicated.
T5
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To this point, the Logic has tested area (in the launch stowed condition), 	 ..
weight, and cargo bay envelope. This- could be whether the PL has viewing	 .
and/or gimbal requirerxaents or not. Next, if the PL has viewing and gixr^.bal
requirements, control is transferred to Figure 24. 10. Tn this logic, the PL
height is considered to be the PL extended or deployed height ^PLHEX) as
apposed to the PL launch configuration height (PLH). Tn Figure 24. 10, soxxxe
basic computations are made concerning viewing and/or gimbal type PL
heights for the appropriate viewing and/or gimbal angle. These values axe 	 „^,,,
retained. for subsequent tests at a more detailed level.
Returning to Figure 24..4, Block 24. 4. 7, if the PL has no viewing and/or
gimbal requirement, control is transferred to Figure 24. 5 far below mid-
-	 deck loading checks. These preliminary tests are for total area, height, and
weight, considering one, two, or three pallet train requirements as before.
Tf the PL cannot be loaded below xnid-deck, simil^.r checks are made in
Figure 24. $for ab^sve Enid -deck loading.
Once a pallet of a FC has been loaded to the point that the loaded area exceeds
the available area minus some input factor, control will be transferred from
Figure 24. 9. 1 to Figure 24. 2Q for a detailed area placement check. 	 _
The basic principle for the more detailed pallet loading evaluation is to
section off the below and above mid-deck areas- into rectangular sections as
shown in Table 24. 20. The intent is to end up with reasonably good confidence
that the PLs grouped on a given pallet can in fact be accommodated when	 ^ _
actual layouts are made in the next level of compatibility analysis. Tf
desired, this detailed. pallet PL placement logic can be included in the initial
	 -^
program coding or it could be added at a later date to facilitate early oper- 	 _.
ation of the program.	 _
`	 As seen in Table 24, z0, there are 12 sections below and 2a sections above
mid-deck for a single pallet.. These numbers are doubled and tripled for two
and. three pallet trains, respectively. Tn Figure 24. 2a, the appropriate
number of sections are established according to the current pallet canfigur--
ation being considered. Next, the below nzid--decT^ PLs for the current pallet
^	 16
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configuration are selected and ordered according to the fraction of the
available area that the PLs require. Thus, the largest PL^will be placed
first, the smallest last. The same procedure is accomplished for the above
mid-deck PLs.
•--	 Next, ;n Figure 24. 2i and 24.22, the below mid-deck PLs are placed on the
pallet. The procedure consists of selecting the next PL from the newly
ordered list. A spacing factor is applied to the PL width and length to allow
.	
_....
for some spacing between adjacent PLs after loading. Using these scaled
PL lengths and widths, the number of sections required by the PL is de€fined.
The first section on the pallet is zxow selected (section 1. 1). if this section
is available on the pallet and more sections are required lengthwise, then
the next section lengthwise is selected. This procedure is followed until the
a
PL length can be loaded or a conflict with an unavailable section is met.
__:	 The same procedure is followed widthwise. If the PL can be loaded, the I
selected sections are deleted from the available section list for the current 	 d
pallet. This includes above mid-deck sections if the PL height extends above 	 ^
the mid--deck level. This. is L•he reason below mid-deck PLs are placed first.
I€ an unavailable section conflict is identi€led, the logic will continue to
select the next section until an available section is found. The procedure 	 ,
then continues, attempting to place the PL. if the PL cannot be placed below 	 ^
mid-deck, it is added to the above mid-deck list for possible placement there.
When all of the below mid-deck PLs have been placed or changed to the above
znid--deck list, a similar procedure for placing PLs above mid-deck is
followed. At this point, if it is determined that some PLs cannot be placed
at all, the logic will interactively ask the user if he wishes to override the
logic and load the PL anyway.
One feature is, that for a gimbaling PL, the area is increased to equal the
projected area assumming the PL gimbals around the full circumference.
For viewing PLs, no PLs will be loaded in an adjacent section if the new PL
height would protrude above the upper edge of the viewing PL, even if in a
gimbaled position. Again, these calculations consider the PL heights to be







2. 4. b Power	 ` '
The paver criterion is evaluated in Figure 7.2.2. Using the operating power,
duration o£ each operation, frequency of operation, and mission duration, the. 	 _ -
total power consumption £ar each PC is calculated. Then for each FC, a power
information manifest is maintained. A sample is shown in Table 7. Z. 2.
^.
2. 4. 7 Pointing —Reaction Control System (RGS) Fuel 	 _ _
This criterion is modeled in Figure 7. l$. The additional fuel is added, based 	 ^	 z,".
on input ds.ta contained with the PL being evaluated.
2.4. $ G»Level	 - -
The g-levzl criterion is modeled in Figure 27. D. This xnodel establishes the 	 _
duration that different g-levels ar e required for each Znission. This is done
fox the purpose of output information as opposed to a criterion test.
2.4.9 Continuous Thermal Heat Rejectioxi
This criterion is an additive zxxodel using Figure 7.21. It is a gross check 	 " `
of the accumulated average heat rejection requirement.
2. 4. 10 CG Criterion	 _
The CG criterion is a tolerance range test with the rearrangement alternative.
This logic is contained ire Figures 7. l7 and 7. 17..1. Only longitudinal CG is
considered. The flew initiates in Figure 7. I7. The new FC CG is calculated
in Figure 7. 17. 1 and xetuxned to Figure 7. 17. Here, the CG out-of-tolerance
range test is made. An acceptance is indicated even if the CG is out of
tolerance by l^% or less in order to account far uncertainties in current
CG data.
2. 4. l 1 Energy
This criterion is an additive model. using Figure 7. 7$. The total energy
	 ,
required by each PL is summed and checked against the available energy.
2. 4. 12 Crew Attendance Time
This criterion is modeled in Figure 7. 19. The model. accumulates the total 	 J
crew attendance time required for each PL and determines if additional
5pacelab crewmen beyond the baseline of two are required. ^ so, the 	 `
additional weight provisions are added.
^ g	 ---
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fu .	 2. 5 END OPTIONS
After the last PL is loaded, the logic executes several end options. First,
in Figure 13.4, an additional appartunity is made for the user to interactively
add mission dependent equipment (MDE) to the loaded FCs. Then, if the
tolerance option flag is set, the logic in Figure l3. 1 will determine fraxxz the
resouxce usage table the percentage: of each ^esouxce used for each FC. Tt
then establishes an. incompleted. FC loading manifest, This inforxx^ation can
be displayed and used in the next option. The next option is that of inter-»
actively repacking or rearrangexn.ent of PLs in a FC or from one FC to
...	 another. This logic is in Figure 1.3.2.
2. 6 AUTO1vTATED PAY? rJAD- (APL)
If resources allow and all PLs have been loaded, then an attempt is nrzade to
^-^ load APLs onto pallets. The APLs are deployed at the beginning of the
Spacelab zxaission. The loading attempt is made at the completion of the
loading of the FGs. The FC resources which are used as loading criteria
are listed in Table z6. 1 and the logic flow is illustrated in Figure 26. 0.
^'	 Two possible situations in which APLs nay be assigned to a FC are (1) the
pallets on a FC do not deplete file FC resources, and (2) an FC occurs in the
^-
	
	 output xan.anifest in which another pallet could be added, changing the type of












PAYLOAD ORDERII^TG AND OUTPUT 1v1ANIFESTS
As part of the process, the payloads which axe to be sent through logic are
ordered. To this end, ele^ne^.t resource tables are employed which allow
payload ordering on the basis of the percentages of FC resources used. The
ordered payload manifests are used as PL loading input and the result is an
output manifest. The PL resource table - consists of that part of a manifest
which contains the percentages of available resources used for additive
criteria. The percentages are summed across the rows to obtain percentage
totals.
A sample input ordered payload mod^I is given in Table 7. 3.9. The ordered
PL. manifest, Table 7. 4, is then constructed. Table 8 illustxates a sample
FC output manifest fora 5 ff o tolerance level. The associated weight summary
is given in Table 9. The FC ordering is shown in Table 10.






LOGIC A•ND METHODOLOGY COMPUTER CODrNG
`a
^^	 The- computer program which implements the logic and methodology for the
^^	 grouping of Spacelab payloads consists of Fortran coding and a set of computer 	 ^.
-	 files (Table 11).
4.
-	 As an example of the implementation of the criterion decision process via
the program and :files, consider the criterion energy. From the ordered
criteria file, Table 1. 9, it is seen that the criterion CG has just been satisfied
and the program goes on to the next criterion. The ordered criterion index
is incremented, Figure 7. 7. $, and the criterion energy is selected.
"^	 As stated, the criterion index in the criterion model definition file,
Table 1. l0, is incremented until ENERGY is located. The inforxxzation pro--
vided here includes the fact that the criterion is represented by an additive
- •	 model and 25 6/a (example) tolerance. The additive model subroutine,
^,	 ADDITIVE, which contains the criterion model procedure and decision test
is then called as in Figure 7. Z0. For this example, the element quantity,
w:.
QUANT, is equal to ENERGY. This logic block in Figure 7. 24 fits into the
criterion decision test block of Figure 7. 7. $.
` ^'	 Another criterion model type which is considered is that of parameter match-
ing. In this case, the check under parazxxeter match in the criterion mad el
definition foie (Table 1. l0) instructs the program to call subroutine PARA-
MATCH as in Figure '7. 2l.
^,
The criterion files may be expanded in scope to provide for moxe detailed
t;
models.
The input data base requirements are sumnzariz.ed in Table l^.







The logic and xnethadology for a preliminary grouping of Spacelab and mixed
cargo payloads has been developed in a form that can be readily coded into a
computer program by NASA. Principal input data include the NASA Payload
Mcde3., payload descriptive data, Orbiter and Spacelab capabilities, and NASA
guidelines and constraints. The first step in the process is a launch interval.
	
:^	 selection. in which the tirrae interval for payload grouping is identified. This
time interval. is normally for a specific flight year, however, the program
	
?y	 can accept additional increments of tune (quarter years), if required.
I..ogic flow steps are then taken to group payloads and define flight configur-
ations based on criteria that includes dedication (by NASA Office or technology),
i
volume, area, orbital parameters, pointing, g-Ievel, mass, CG, energy,
	
{^	 power, and crew time. After aII possible Spacelab payloads have been
t
	
-	 loaded, the next Iogic step of the prograrr,^ will permit the accommodation of
	
^.	 automated payloads on pallets if all evaluation criteria can still be nnet
	
_^_	 (i. e. , space, weight, power, etc. ). The program has interactive capability,
	
^-,	 the capability for real-time operation at remote locations by cognizant
:^
engineers. The output of this program will include information on payload
groupings, Spacelab configuration, the number of STS flights required,
weight summaries, and the extent of resource usage.
	
"*'	 The process which generates the logic and methodology for the grouping
I
	--^	 analysis has been developed for use in the preliminary grouping of Spacelab
	
^-^	 payloads. This process manifests itself in a set of Iogic diagrams. Cam--
	
,^	 puter diagrams within the process will be coded to implement the grouping
^,
process. The process allows flexibility. If additional criteria axe
desirable they may be added along with packing altexna^ives, packing levels,
tolerance levels, and a.daptabilities. Also, one can subtract criteria, change
^,
	


























This appendix contains the logic diagrams which have been automated by the
use of MDAC computer program MACFLO. Each, logic diagram block is
indexed with a nurrxber. When transfers in the logic are made from one
diagram to another, the indexing allows one to locate the go-to-point with a






CG center of gravity
FC flight configuration
FC^m FC type R, number m
.G^, greater than or equal
.GT. greater than
HR apogee altitude
{{P peri Glee altitude
I{I i nc1 i nati an
LCG 1anc^itudinal CG
LL• less than ar equal
LT less than
t1 module
{1i mass of P/t+} number i
{qi J mass of P/I9i ^
1^°j mass of P/ti i ^ wit}t na PL
i1^^ ^ mass of P{. Y. on P/{^li 3
{qp mission duration




Otis orbital maneuvering system
P Pa11et
PL payload.
Pft^ pallets and/or modules
PO pa11Pt only
PPDf3 PL planning data base







----^ - Y	 _	
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TABLE 1.1
'	 PAYLOAD MODEL RE UIREt^ENTS^..___^
The fallowing information should be identified far each Payload.
i
^	 -
^^	 A. Spacelab Payloads
1. Identifying descriptor number (ID)
2. Alphanumeric Name
i	 3. Launch years)
` -	 ^. rJumber of f' i ghts for each year.
5. Payl aad Discipline
^^	 6. NASA Office or other organization of responsibili ty
B. Automated payloads. (APL)
	
,^	 1. Identifying descrip4or number (ID)
	
':	 2. Alphanumeric Name
_.	 3. Responsible Organization.
3'^
wrress^r,rrv^rx..r. esaumicx^




1. Identifying descriptor number
Z. Ai phanumeric foams
3. Launch years}
^. I^um6er of flights for each year
	 ^.
5. Payload discipline
6. tJASA Office or other organization of responsibility
7. For each payload or experiment segments of a Payload that are
to be mounted in raclts or pallets spearateiy, identify the
following data,
7.i Payload loading requirement, Pallet (P}, Pallet only (PO),
Pallet-Module combination (C}, Module Pack (R),
7.2 Pressurized mounting requirement eyes or no}.
7.2.1 PL width (PLw}
7.2.2 PL Voiume (PLV}
7,2.3 Launch and entry weight (>ttPL}
7.3 Unpressurixed mounting requirement (yes or no)
7.3.1 Overall dimensions (length, width, height}, (PLL, FL>^i, PLK).
7.3.2 Inputs to volume -^ area test
a. P(I) dumber of pallets in train, I ^ l a 2 or 3,
b. P(X) Pallet index
c. PL Area (pLA}
d. AMDAD^I - available mid deck area underneath
e. A^fOAUP - available mid-deck area up (tap side)
f . TPLwT -^ Total PL weight 1 o ailed on pal 1 et*
g. Pail et weight carrying capabilities,
TI^tAItJ COtdF.	 wITIiOUT IGLOO	 WITEI IGLOO
P(z) = i	 wT^P(r}]	 wTCP(z)I^
P(I) = 2	 wT^P(I)^	 wT^P(I)I]
p(T} = 3
	 wT^P(I}^	 wT^P(Iz]
h, TMDADPJ - Total mid-deck area loaded underneath*





fae	 AP - Loading area factor
k.	 PLK - PL height {launch condition)
1.	 PLHLX - PL height extended
m,	 HL - sleight of mid-deck above floor panel.
n,	 HU - sleight from upper surface of mid-deck to top
of pall et.
o,	 WM^ - width of mid-deck
p,	 R - Radius of PL envelope
q .	 P^I^ - 1{alf Gimbal Angle
r.	 PLS - Payload shape, cylindrical or rectangular
s ,	 PLU - Cy1 Z ndri cal PL di ame'^er
t.	 PLL - PL Length
u.	 PLW - PL width
v.	 MDADN - Unloaded mid-deck area underneath*
w.	 ^1OAUP = Unloaded mid-deck area above*
7.3.3 Launch and entry weight {WPL}
7.4 Crew requirements
7,4.1 Total crew a'btendance time required for PL, TA
7.4.2 1-tours per day per crewman available, H.
7.4.3 Weight per crewman, WC.
7.4.4 Weight provisions per crewman per day, WP
{nominal 7 day missionQ
7.4.5 Weight Provisions per crewman per day, WPC
{far missions extended past 7 days)
7,5 Total energy usage, iC4J
7.5 Average continuous power usage, W
7q7 Average continuous Meat dissipated by PL, W
7.n PLG -level constraint {yes or no) if yes, enter 7.8.1 ^ 7.8.2 data
7.8.1 Operating g--level constraint
7.8.2 Total operating duration for g-level




i7,10 Orbit: parameters	 _ .
7.10.1 Any orbit acceptable (yes or nn^. If no then no
input data in 7'.10.2
7.1 0.2 PL apogee .and perigee al titude (PdP9I^ and inclination





7.11 List of p10E needed for PL	 _
g . Automated Payloads (APL)	 _
1^ Identifying descriptor number^ (IO)
2, Alphanumeric name	 ^
3. Responsible arganiaation (information only
4. Launch and entry ^eigt~t 	 j
5, Depl®yment orbit ^...rameters, PL apogee and perigee al tituds
(t^tl^ and inclination (Oeg) {Plominal, maximum and minir^um}.
PLHAMIi^, PLHAt^Org , PLHAt^IAX
















BASIC SPACELAB FLICP^iT CONFIGURATION DATA P3ASE
is Spacelab flight configuration list
CORE PLUS EXPERIt^fEhlT Pk1ODULE
FORE 1^ODULE PLUS 9 P^IETER PALLET
6 METER PALLET PLUS '9 tiETER PALLET
THREE IfdDEPEIdDENTLY riOUNTED 3 EXETER PALLETS
CORE tiODULE PLUS fi t^IETI=R PALLET
CORE A1^D EXPERIMENT t9OOULE PLUS 6 fiETER PALLET
CORE AI^iD EXPERI1^EtJT I .10DULE PLUS 3 ^t^IETER PALLET
T4dO 6 METER PALLETS
2.0 mass Properties
	
.	 2.1 P3asic Confi gurat^ on i^iei ght
2.1.1 Total
2.1.2 individual module freight (includes airlock, tunnel, basic
structure,. module}, and individual pallet weight.
2.1.3 Singe and double rack Payload freight carrying constraint.
2.1.4 Pallet t;eignt carrying constraint
2.1.5 Launch and landing tr^ight limits
2.1.6 Launch and. landing CG constraints
Table of CG location constraint vs Spacelab Payload
chargeable ^•rei ght) .
2.1.7 4leight available far Spacelab Payload
	
..	 chargeable v;eight items.
3	 o ume a d mau t'n area ava i lable.O V 1	 n	 n a g	 i
	
_	 3.1 Single rack volume and Sti^idth.
3.2 Double rack volume
3.3 Pallet mounting area
3.4 Distance from front of bay to front end of Eiodules and Pa]lets.
4.0 .P=ar each configuration,
	
"'	 4.1 Energy available
	
w ^	 4.2 Continuous average heat re;jectian ca}^abil ity
	
^-	 4.3 Conti ntious average potirer oval 1 abl e
^^;















ORQITER CAPAQILITIES AND COIQSTRAINTS DATA RASE
d
U^eight and CG of APP5
t^ei g ht nf:
OM5 orbiter fuel requirement (nominal and extended missions}
RC5 orbiter fuel requirement {nominal and extended missions)
OVA equipment above Orbiter baseline
EPS kits
Second Orbiter remote manipulator system
Second orbiter TDR55 antenna
Extra hardt^^are and consumable required for missions longer
than seven days
Orbiter heat rejection subsystem components-not included in
Orbiter baseline
Orbiter payload attachment fittings in excess of four
Adapter I^ardware for attaching the EVA airlock to the tunnel
and Orbiter cargo bay.
^s
^.^,. _.
i	 i _	 f
TABLE 1.5
BASIC DATA BA5E FILE
1. Launch year for desired grouping.
2. l^lei ght per extended mission day to k^e added to FC
Spacelab PL total -excluding crew provisions (b1QitB}
	
^.
3. Any other data item that does not naturally fall in







Alte:rnatiyeta} Natur e o^Adaptability Tolerance}
D edicatiaxi A
Iola s s A





Gross Check A l Q°jo
D etailed ^d} A









Tixx^e c r e'Wrrian,
Time A, D E^'cend Q%
W eight A, D Mis sion
^a} A - Rejection
C -- Reaxxangement
D -Adaptability
fib} Pexcentag.es axe samples chosen fox illustration p.urpos es only.
^c} C. G. is the only cxzterion ^vvith the xearrange-xx^.ent alternative.
^d} As illustrated later this model is xno^re complex, and is therefore tested




' ORDERED CRITERIA {LOGIC FLO^rV STRUC'1'URE)
LOADING PAYLOADS ON'T'O FLIGHT CONFIGURATIONS
Alternatives	 Criterion









A, C	 C. G. -Longitudinal.
A, D	 Energy
Crew Attendance Time -Time
- Weight
{a} Since IPS Model modifies PL characteristics ^; ►hich other criteria check,











a Model Type Other Than
hCriterion Parameter Reject (A) Maximum
nN^ Index Cxiterion Additive Match Other and Nature Talexance^- ^^
^' I Dedication 3
2 Mass ^
3 C.G. Rearrangement 20°0




g 5 Gross Check 3 Arrangement 10°fa
b ^	 Detailed
7 Enexgy 3 25%
$ Continuous Power 3
Pointing
9 RCS Fuel Added Weight
IO IPS IPS Model
I I g -.Level g -L eve].
l2 Continuous Thermal `^^ R e j ectian ^-.-
C r ew Attendant e
Tizxa.e
l3 Time .^ Attendaxa.ce 0%
l4 Weight	 ^ Tzrrie -Weight r_-__._
^,, '
Percentages axe samples chosen .for illustxative purposes onl^r.
• 	 I 	 ^	 ^	 ^-
^	 ^	
^	 i 	 s	 i 	 1	 S
iTable 2.30 ^.
DEDICATION' S7PLIT BY RESOURCE PERCEIVTA GE WITHIN OFFICE
Ofi^.ce i t (X%} / O^£^.ce 3^ (Yj%) i
Where j ^ Resource Critexia
j = 7. Weight	 j










Table 2. 3. 7
DEDICATION SPLIT BY OFFICES
Office (i. I ) /Office {i^)












SAMPLE PAYLOAD RESOURCE TABLE7^
Additive Criteria - Percentage Usage
of Available (No Tolerance) With Factors-"Unoxdered
Payloads Energy x EF Mas s x MF	 Cxewtixnex CF	 Etc. Total
1 20 .xEF=.24 20xMF=22	 5xCF=5 5l
2 90xEF - 108 IOxMF = ll	 l0a^CF = 10 129
3 50 x EF = b0 50 x MF = 55	 50 x CF = 50 lb5
4 40xEF = 48 l0a^MF = 11	 5x.CF = 5 b4
..^..	 ^
Sarr^.ple Factors: EF = 1.2
MF = 1. I
'CF ^ I.0
Table 7.4
SAMPLE ORDERED PAYLOAD MANIFEST
Total^fa Payload
165 3
]. 2 9 2
b 4 ,i
5 l ^.
MTable should include all additive criteria.














SAl^PLF P01^lE;f^	 I^iFf}R^^I1TIOi'i	 11Ri'^IFi=ST
OPERATit^O FREr^l1FrlCY OF MI5SIr7f^
FC	 FC OPFltATIf^G 1)URATIOl^ OPERATIOP! DURATION TOTRL P011F(t
I^lDFX	 1'Yl^i=	 PL	 ID f^Ati^lGP.
	
{Kti^! iiP./4PERIlTIOP!) {Tltgi;S /nAY) DRYS Kl^!-HR
1	 2	 aA- 1 0.05 1 2 7 0.70
OA-3 0.02 .5 2 7 0.14
OA-5 0.0^ .2 4 7 0.45
(}!^- 7 0.05 1.5 1 7 0.52
OA- 10 r}. Ol z 2 7 0.28
OA-12 0.02 i 3 7 0.42
OR-15 0.10 1 2 7 1.4
3.91	 Kt^!-KR
Launch Interval: l j 85 - 1 / 8b
Tolerance Level; 5%(a}















Total Nuxnbex of FC t s = 3	 Date:
	
b j20/7$


































Percentage of Available ResouxcEs
Used fox Additive Criteria{d}
Therrrial
U U ^ e^ ^ ^, ^ ^ L} ^ ,^ w Crew-- Rejec-
W W APL a p U A ^ a MDE ^ ^ Energy time Lion Power Etc.
1 3 .- KSC NASA 5 7 10.5 19.5 - -- 105 30 25 95
(40	 }
2 6 2 VAFB ^ 7 7 23.1 22,5 - OMS 90 b0 50 $0
(82 ^
3 2 ]., 3 K,SC
^--)
-- 6 ? 9, 0 23.0 Man. {e} EPS ^0 I05 20 30 ,
Note: All. numbers are samples chosen. fax illustra^Eive purposes only
(a} I05°jo rxla^ixnuzn (of nominal}
(b} Appendix I(c} LCG: Forward end of orbiter cargo bay is located at lOm.
(d} Table should include all. addi^Eive criteria fax Level. ZI.
(e} Man, -- Manipulator
aTable 9
SAMPLE F'C WEZGHT SUMMARY







'^ Arbiter SL Mission and Crew -
Support Independent MDE APL not included) APL Total
W L R L R L R L R L R L R
1 I, 204 800 4, 700 4, 7D0 1, 200 I, 200 3, 400 3, 400 0 0 I0, 500 I0, l00
2 I, Ooo 700 ^, zoo 5, zoo I, o0o I, a0o I3, OOO 12, 90o z, 900 0 23, la0 I9, $00
3 1, 000 940 4, 000 4, 000 I, 000 I, 000 I, 200 I, I00 1, 800 0 9, 000 7, 000
n.ples chosen for illustrative pu.rpos es only.
y	 1	 ^
































7	 - - --rte--
-,	
.^^.
8	 ^ L^ ^ ^1=J,^
47
1^^RS'QNlf7T.Z.L SSC7iJLi








PL Model ^- - ^
PL Data Base 1. d
Orbxtex Data Base I• ^
Space^.ab Data Base I.0
Oxderc:d Criterion ^ 1- 9
Criterion Model ]] esi^zition I • ^ l • i d
Payload Resource Table 7.3 7.3.9
_	 Ordered Element List 7.3 7.3Q 9
Ordered FC List r la
Output ?vlanifest 1. ^ $,	 9
incomplete Container Manifest m 13.1
Redistribution Ma.nifestT 13.2
Volume - Ax ea Loading 2^• Q
Automated PL Model ^^ • Q















'	 INPUT DATA BASE REQUIREMENTS
PL Data Base FC Data Base




-	 Criterion R equix Ed	 R equix ed iz 3ailable
Dedication 3 ',;












.^	 En er g^ J '^
Pov^rer 3 J
Painting
RCS Fuel 3 ^
IPS 3 '
r g-Level J_ J
^




Weight 3 	 ^


























1,4 1,8 €	 1,12
1,3 1,7 1,11






















FC Type T	 Gan Add Pa3.let? 	 FC Changed to Type T
'	 I	 I	 7
z	 a	 -






Note that FC Type T^ I contains na pallets.
51
ILYGID4NIVIELL DOLGLAS ^	 -
Table 27. 2. ^.





1 10 '7 g 0
2 1Dr6g 0
3 10-5g 0
^ 10-4g 8 hotxxs
5 10-fig IO hours






PI A L AS
FLDW
IttITIAL BLOCKS








AND pAyLOAp	 AHD p AYLDAD DATA
J'tD p EL	 ^BA5E,5EE























































RESTRIGTIDNS,	 AND LDAD DP1T0	 AUT071ATED





CONFIGURATIONS	 '3.0 AND RETURN
	
TD F[GUAE 2b,0













66 TU p RTR 9A5E
IHTEAACTT'!E




























	 PRCDPT a	 F1GU^
PRCKI^IG?





































































EfAfn 3a5E 15	 [3ASIC FC	 YES






f)E=	 FC	 T p	 BE
L1€L^TE p ,	 FCI A I




€ C FAUM FC














































































55	 .,	 ^ r^ . T.!r g'
z.3.4 2.3.I 2.3.7
p lOIC pTIQN 1.E.,	 SPECIFY 2.3.2 7.7.4	 2.3.5
QFFICE.`+	 AN p i^FF10E L'FFICF QFF[CF	 IS	 QFfItE	 rE^ pQE_•	 REpIC
PERI'ENT0.GE5, pE41CATInH 2	 = 7+E4!^JPE	 SP
FROP7	 FIG.	 2.4, RfpllEF1 : 1•IErrTS,
I	 =	 ? 2	 =	 ^
rrQNF FC RNp NU. 1









L0.5T i+ ESR!l7iCE	 0.N4 DESIRE 4E<<L^CE FL1"u7aT5
RESi' !•FCE PERCENi0. £iE Yf`	 PE7+CFNTn;,E	 ti''
SPLIT? 5PL1T,	 5EE WITtlI& OFFICE
T0.6LE 2.3.7 SPlIT?N^
^:hIGINAL PAG^^










REflul p E SPECIFIC	 Nn




















































Y	 X = 1
3.b 3.9.
SELECT XTx IS




^ ^^^ ^ i
,i	 I	 f	 I	 i	 I	 !	 j	 t
3.5 3.9,1 3.11	 ^ 3.13 3.l7
SELECT xTH 15	 F: TH	 PL LOAD iITH LAST	 PL IR	 YE5 GO Tp
PL FROM p L YEAR = PL IHTG PL PL FIGEIAE	 1,0,










H.2 4.3 'i.54.0 4.1
PLACE TOLERANCE
TOLERANCE iNITIALiZE SELECT CTA INPUT TOLERANCE VALUE ON CRLTEALOM LAST
PARAMETER CRITERION CRITERION VALUE FOA LSNE FOR CURRENT CRITERIOi












ONCE GENERATE ANU -
:TERLON LAST YES ^]ISPLAY CHANGES TG ND GO 70;PENT CRITERION
	 IN CRITERION FIGURE 2. U,


















TOLERANCE LA5T ND .	 ^
VALUE, CAAPIGE?
































(GD TD FIG T.3.0
AND PETURN7
7.t
6R Rl' 1 A L'S AMC
LEA^_ ^4Tp FC'S
- rR'J'	 ..
7. â , eL7ciT.o
7.S
[MITIALILE PAYLQ a â
I.1'SES, HE _	 SET
NEr.as = LAST














F0.0^ QRDEAED nAN[FEST	 SET IGRDUP7
SN TA8!E 7,4_ IS PL	 YE$	 FLaG = S ANC
â ES[GNATEQ FQR	 GET Gfs7 VALUE















► ACK NETN PgYLOAO
GD Tp	 ONTO A FC^ GO TO	 LAST	 NO	 INCREMENT





ANO PETURM	 RETUAN,UPpATE FC











IET (GROU°7	 HAVE ALL
'LAG = S Ak0
	
OEOICATEC	 NO
iE T Gc x 1 YAL'JE




































^"^^flU T^ ' +' l^1'1 !tit t', ^
w._.
ii	 ^' f	 ^














1.7.5.1 CI	 •	 l
I.S





	 FOR	 Tn11 T,7.^ T.3.7	 ND T.].D
ION,	 rNRT
CRITfR{DM •	 I ► LRR i.	 y R wE	 OF




Rf SOuPCE REOUIREO	 D y	 PL	 FOR
ONTO	 THE CRITER[OM7 YFS	 pRyLDRD7









IM	 fC	 FOP	 TNIS	 CRITERIOM
IiC y RL 7.{ ►LRR)	 c ND












Eft	 IOFiICEI	 2 SORT	 TNRU
	 Pl F.7.11.D
OESItiNR i ION	 FOR LIST	 •MO AOYE LRST
>•.7.1t.D
OEOICRTED RLL	 cOFFICE / 2 OEOICRTEO
NO	 1 DEOI




















	 PLUS GROUP	 INpE><.






;, , ^ :^ ^vR QUALI`T`Y
^o^ou^ ^^n l
MCPONNLLL OOUO





SORT	 THRU SORT	 THRU	 ORDERED 7.ti.8
PL.IZE








PL'S GlX)	 PL'S	 TO	 TOP	 Oi
PL'S
	 TO	 BE G(X>	 +	 1
















^ '. _ . ..niLitiis^	 ^^ ..I






RETURN TO FIRST ► L OF
IS LAST 6ROUt	 6ROU
► . SET AIF = FIRST
TD •E *LOMA(	
YES	 ► L MUAEER OF 6AOU ► .
A6AIN7
	
SET FLAG TO {Y ► ASS
► REY[OUS FC LOAOEO
MO	















FNOn	 FIGURE	 IMIT 11EL 1lE
', 7.0,
	 BLOC{	 ► .CRING






SELECT	 STN	 TE57	 CA l7ENla	 INllla !!E
CNITEpI.	 III Oi+	 cON	 .PPLIC.eLE	
^TTEN ► i
P.C. IwG	 P.C.[NG
IwOt=	 N.	 =	 0
rIL TE^w.T]VES	 Iw0t 11.
	
S	 '	 1 CNITlM117	 115T	 .LTEph.T1YE5
i./.{. ♦




E 011	 P.rL O1E07
	
w•





























































































U)OATE iC	 RLiURFI	 TD
•ES S/OP	 FOR	 ROE
AOOITIOMS	 FOR












ACCE ► TANCE	 OVER NO -	 RETURN TO
RIDE	 FLAG FIGURE	 1.t.0,
1 ACCERII	 SETT BLOC n 	 l.7.9
s3 r^LU4[JT ^ q ^


















	 IS A =

















LAST DF ATH	 ADD PAYLOAD Akp
ADAPTER	 YES	 ATM ADAPTER TO
CRITERIA? IS	 FC - MANIFEST














0^' POOP, QLT,^^^^ -'
7.17.3 7.17.E 7 1 T 4
T.1T.6
I.17.7




I	 !	 I	 I	 I	 I	 !	 4





LOHGITU4lkAL CG,	 Gp RETURN Tp
70 FIGURE 7.17.1 YES	 I.E., FIGURE	 7.7.8,
AHD RETURN I5 FC GG LDAO 6LOCK	 7.7.&.9
WIT11iN	 FC CG NITIi	 ACCEPT
ENYELp?E?
NO
7.17.9 YES 7.17.!2 7.17,!3
I5	 CG OUTSIDE RETURN TO

















LUNGIT!!0[NAL CG,	 mJ ^=	 X^	 Ir
SEE TALE T. lI. k
	
I5 LEVEL
	 Y E S	 Jr^:^





^ h7 jk ^ln,j	 mP^1 X F^L
OF 5YMB4L5
	
N4	 11^ ^JK ^
m j^' x ^'
7.17.1.9
XRm ^ ^^ m 1" 1 l^p^
	
.^	 ^ xr+^^^^ ^^^^^	 x^^
^^^
'.^RILrF' i^jA^ 




LEVEL I —CALCULATE LCG DF F1M TYPE i, NUMBER j [P1Mi^}
FRONT ENO OF PINE Ii = 1: PALLET; i = Z: MDOULE}
X,°. ^ LCG OF P1M iJ WITH NO PL1
M° = MASS OF PIMi WIT^1 NO PL
XPk = LONGITUDINAL P051TION OF PL K ON PIMi3
M^k = MASS OF PL IC ON PIMi}
id i^	 NUi+hBER OF PL ON PIMi}
Mii = MASS OF PIMi	.
Xi} = LCG OF PIMi}
LEVEL [I —CALCULATE LCG 1F FC TYPE Q NUMBER m IFC^m},
WHERE PIM i SUCCE551VELY NUMBEREQ STARTING
FROM FRONT ENO OF BAY WITH i = ^
X i	 = LCG PIM i [ACTUALLY X is —NAVE RE^ABELEdI
M i	 = MASS PIM i (MIl}
X4n^ = DISTANCE TO FROI+IT DF PIMi EP1M i ^ RC-LABELEI71 FOR FC^m}
NCm = NUMBER P!M ON FCgm







^	 _	 _I_ ..
	 ..	
^	 ...	 _	 ^	
l	
.!	







pp ES ELEMENT HAVfi
CAITEAIA FpR Adb 1dEIGH7
AbbiTIUIdAL RCS A CAITERIbH	 VE5 OF CRLTEAibH G4 Td FI&URE
FUEL,	 FRi3!! FIGURE RE9UIREMEHT Tb	 CQNTAiNEA
7,7,8
	 6LbCK
( CAITERIbN = 7.7.8.97.7.d,	 TSLbCK WEIGHT
7.7.4.5 PbI!lTIHG AC5	 FUEL1
Nb














GET FRAM OaTA RASE AHD COMPUTEQ 7.19.2
MANiFE5T5^- WTQT = FC PAYLAAD x'19.3	 {
7,14 CHRAGEABL3: TOTAL WEIGHT,	 TA = AOQ TOTAL ATTENDANCE ^
CREW TATaL CREW ATTEIiAANCE T1M£ {HRS}, TIME AF THIS PaYLQAD
CALGULAFE b
OF SPACELAi^
ATTENDANCE LM = MISSIQN pUAAT1OH (DAY51,	 H = TQ TOTAL ATTENDANCE 5P£CfAL}5TH
TIME:
HAS PE:R QAY PER CREWMAN AVAILABLE
'
TIME,	 TA = TA
WC = WT PEA CREWMAN, IJP = WT PEA [CURRENT ATTENDANCE REuU1AED %^
TA/[LMsH}CAEWMRH PRQYI5IAN PER DRY PER TIME} y
CAEWMRH (NOMINAL}, WPX = WT PER
CAEwMAH PAOVISIQN PER OaY PER
^'
T.19,4 1,14.8
7.19.5 7.19.6	 7,19 ,T ADD CREAQUNO % UP TO NEXT
INTEGER,	 X TO N,	 N	 NA15	 N .GT. IS N	 .LE•	 NQ	
ADD [ N - 2} PROVI51
15 THE NUMBER OF CREWMEN TQ [11EiGH1
CREW SPECIALISTS	








^{ OLDOU`^  ^ ^	 (^R^G^^ p.AG^ ^
















'^ 7 A qb GAEW AH q I . L9.4	 WTOT = wTOF + (N RETURN T©
p	 (H - 2) PRDYISIUN5 IS Liz	 Nq	 ^'	
2ltLM FIGURE
EWP)l:k Tp ( 1dEIGNT) WT p T = 7 )IWPX ),	 IHCLUgES17.LE 7.1.8,	 BLgCK,,
NIFEaT WT^JT + t N--Z )(WG EXT(:NOEq MISSIgN 1.7.8.9


















6ET THE FOLLOWING FROM PAYLdAD,
7.20	 FC MRNIFE5T5-- 4EL = YALUE OR
g URHTiTY ( p UAN7) GHARRCTERISTIG
RppITLYE
	
p F PAYLORO NUM6EA EL FUR CUAAEHT
CRITERION MODEL,	 CRITERION. pCON = YALUE pR 4UANTY
CRLL t4UPNT, EL,	 ( p URNT) CHARACTERISTIC OF FC
C pN, LEY, TOL I
	
NUMBER CON FOR CURRENT CAITEAIOH.
4506 = YRLUE OA tIUANTITY ( pUAHT1












	 7.22	 GET PARAMETER
NUMHER PARR	
GET PARAMET£A	 7,25






ALPHANUMERICS FQR	 PEL =	 Y ES	 ORIGINATING
PAYLUA © NUMBER EL	 PCON7	 BLACK wI7Ht7dpEL
	 CQN, LEV
	 FC NUMHER CON —^	
YE5--- SET EQUAL Tp	

























7,22 6ET FOl1 PL,
	 pPERATIti6 IHCAEREHT TkRU P011ER
PdGEER,
	 { OP),	 UURRTIOH CALCULATE TOTAL MANIFEST AHO SU1i TOTALPpk@R
PE}1 OPERRT1dH,
	
{AURP1, OPERATING P pHER USED POWER 
{ P pWTOTFCJ FdR ALL
CRITE}IION PL'S OH FC.
	
{POUTOTFC} =
E1fALUATIdM FREQUENCY OF 6Y	 PL.	 (POIiTOTPL} 5U}7MATIOHf PO4{TOTPLt H } },dPERRTIdN,
	 i FREF' ),	 ANd (OP 3t OURP }i FREP }I OR }
R{SSI p !!	 UUAATiOW,
	
{ pR} WFEEAE H = NL FIRST } TO
HtMA%)
tJR^GINA^. PAGg^



















IHCAEhI £NT THRU POWER
MANIFEST AH p 5UM TpTAL
CALCULATE TOTAL	 POWER tPaWTDTFGI FOR ALL
DPi:AATING POWER 115 ED	 PL'5 ON FC. {PaWTaTFCI
BY PL. tPOWTOTPLI =	 5lflhthATI Oii{ POWT p TPL{ H 11,






FROFi FIGURE INITIALIZE FC
INITIALIZE FC IS FC C XX
1.4,	 BLOCK	 13 . 4 FROi9	 INpEX C =	 I,
CHECKOUT CRYTERI0. L4ppEp
£1iI3	 t^PTYOF! T0.8LE 7.7	 GET CMA% FRAM
INpEX'	 CCC =	 1, frCCORpING TO
LOAGE!?G CHECK TABLE 7.7












LAST FC LOADING INGREMENT
CRITERIA? YE5 LA5T FC IH H© CONTAINER




15 FC C %^	 ADD CTH FC TO
LOADED.	 HU	 MANIFEST OF

















 Y7 R'eCRLCULATE 7>:MPDRARY
P AYLO0.O ID
SUATflpCT
DLDFIC	 Aftq 5TDR8GE DF OLq
= T HE+J FC
PRYLOAq
RESOURCE
	 ^ FC REtie
10 = T






















FRgR F16URE 7,q,	 13.2.1	 pUPLECATE
pLOCK 7,I2.t9--	 GET FC
	
R0.HfFE5T
[BTEA pCTLYE	 R0.MIFEST	 1tITERPDARAY FELE














GEkERATE	 DAIGiHAt PLUS	 FiGUAE 7,4,









RF.PACKT TG GLG FC











73	 = ^.^. ^ ^- -




MI55[GN GffT MQf: INITIALIZE
OEPENUENT LIST FROM FC INE1£%,





iN1TIRLIZE	 SELECT NE % t
M p E	 INIIEY.,	 MQE STEM





































LTEi77 FC? BLACK 7.8.2
NO
13.4.12 YES 13_9 _1L
RRS CURRENT FC INCREMENT6EEN OELETEp FC INpE%,











RA ?t 3E Iv	 CIINNRMY6S	 PJO	 SLTE
FL'	 IfJpE%, •LE.	 56
lDE19TIFICgi113N SPECIFIER YAfi6













	 ^l7 l 	 "Z ^ h	 ^^. T^S
7-





















23.0 NTH Pt ORBIT PARAMETERS 23.2
FROM FAYLOAR RATA BA5E-
ORBIT














GET CURr'TiEiiT FC ORBIT





























GET CURRENT FC ORBIT
ODES CUAREHT FG PARAPSETER RANGE FROt1
HRYE PREVIOUS YE5	 FC HANIFEST— CTHAlfIH,
PAYLOA05 CTHANOI7,	 CTHAMAX,
LOAOEO7, CHECK CTNPl9iH,	 CTHPNOt7,





























































EQUATI pHS HEM FC PI1NAryETER5
FOR TESTING IH 7EnPtIRAAY
CTHAnIH .LE. rE5 CTHPL7IH .LE. YES
pR61T MANIFEST UNTIL ALL PLHAHUrt .LE.
PLHPHpn .LE.















































J U 1 ^^^ ^ MCAOIVlsIgCL yOil6LA
.s.1.2
' 23.S.i.O iL5.3.0 23.5.2.1	 -
CT1tfnIH .LE.
YES	 - rtHAnRX	 YES SET PLHRnRX.	 NO
PLINNfln .LE.









, LE. PlHpttlNCT:Nn[HS CTIH11AX7
NO NP




































 = PLMp, (CTtnptAST)
STORE
	 IN TEh) P.URAAY ( CTMp } ppR
CIANIFEST UNTIL






I5	 CT11 p 	.GT. TE^PO p AAY FC







IS (CYM p 	YE5	 ( E%TENT)) _ ( E%TEN pG# } _	 [
WPLAT) =
( WPLAT )
.GT.	 7?	 ( CTA+p) —	 7 E E%TEN p )E W [IR8 )







SET kfik ORBiT	 CTHAMIN
PARAMETERS IH? pRAl1ETER5, FR01'1	 CTHPMAX a
FIGURE E3.4,	 TEMPORARY MANIFEST	 CTHPMIN =






DEFINITION OF SYMBOLS FOR FIGURES 23.5, 23. 7, AND 23. 10
HA. = Apogee altitude
HP =	 Perigee altitt^.de
IN = Inclinatiaxl
PL = Payload




MD = Mission duration
E^;axnple: CTHAMIlV = Contain.er apogee altitude m^.nimt,m
PLMD	 = Pa;rload mission duration
. LT. ^ Less than
. LE, = Less than ar equal
. GT. = Greater than
. GE. = Greater than or equal
flRIGII^AI^ PAGE
_• i ^sTa't^ ^^ ..1.0
23.Ia.a.I z3.3a.I.o
CUnI^Ek7-- STORF RLL
5ET CTHAMA % 	 PLHRMA%, 23.10.2
23.10,5
MEN COkTRINER





TE21P g f1AAY MAkIFEST
CTHPMA% = PLHPMA%, PL17q
	 . lE.	 YES	 5ET	 CT11a GU	 iq	 F:GtIRE
UNTIk.	 P.1.L	 D7HcA
CTHPi7IN =	 PLHPMIH , l	 0AY57
	
=	 7	 PAYS 7. T.9^	 BY.gGK
CTIkt7A% =	 PL]NMA% i 7.7.8.9.CRITERIA
	




GO T4 FfGuRE5ET CTMa ?3,T,
	 9LOCK
=	 PLt7il 23.7.9	 ;






I	 I	 I	 i	 f
Zy.^.z
z^+.a. t 2'k.l. 1
Zy ' d zy'I YQLUl7E—AREA
INT£RRCTIYE iCy.t.4
INCREASE PL 1NTERYENTIQN.	 WANT
V pLUt1E— AREA WE=IGHT TD GET CURAEN7 LQ0.AING YE5 Tp	 p YERRIDE NQ 15	 P
LQADIN6 ACCQUNT FOR PL TYPE-- INTERACTIVE FLp6 yQLUME—ARER LORDING C,	 P
CHECKS STRUCTURE,	 ETC. C,	 P,	 QR R SE7Z	 IVpLIF) LDGIC7 lYES] DR R7















p ld.	 PL	 pR55
LORDING	 NO
GAITERIR4






NOL p R p 9LOCK	 T.7.8.4




















TE5T	 YES COMPONENT q F
5fiTI5F1ED7
PL..	 GU TO











_	 _	 _ _ _
fr^^ ,
24.1.4
Np	 15 PL TYPE




OISPL gY PL ID, PL TYPE, FC
TYPE AND FC RESOURCE
MRNIFEST. T6 LORD PL, INPUT
(RRCK) ND. qN0/DA (PRLLET}
NO. (RRCK )I = Y f PRLLET }I
7 IF LGGIC 15 OE5IAEO,
TYPE (LOGIC). IF NOT dE5}REO






29 . z z4 .2.4 z'+. 2.5
IS PL DED3CRTE0 TD GET PL W IDTH
A31CIC SINGLE OR DOUBLE
	 NO (PLW) AND 51NGLE	 yE5
fNITfRL1ZE
LDhDING RRCK7 SIrT SET	 IRRCK)RRCK ^fDTH (RRCK)I
TEST (RACK) _	 (SINGLE)
=	 (51HGLE3
fWSR).	 IS	 IPLW) 1NOEX.






M^^^^»^^^ ^^^^^ ^ORIG^NA^ PAGE
OF POOR QUATr^"^i




INIT1AL11E SELECT	 ( RAL'K)) Gl:T	 PL	 YQLIlPIE
I RACK II AVAILRBLE (PLti ).	 I5 YE5 IS PL OF YE5
RETURN TQ
INQ6X. y0LUt1E	 (RAY) fPLV)	 .LE. TYPE C7
FIGURE	 29.0,
BLQCK 29.d
f RACK )!	 =	 1 FQR CURRENT FC [RAY )y








(AACK ) I	 1Np EX. FIGURE 29.0r
(A^CK)I SLQCK 24.5
(RACK )I t	 1 wITH f YES )
24.2.15
24.2.11	 NQ 29.2.13 yE5
RETURN TO
LAST ( RRCKI YE5 IS ( RACK) a NQ FIGURE 24.0,














BY. PL FRDM pL






24 ,'I . b
2N.q.2













2'{ .'! . 9
GD TO
FIGIiRE
2"F . 1 i
2^l.4.i4




















(TPLWT)	 =	 i ^	 CL'GlIENT Nâ 	 15FL

















P [ I } YES &G TD
FIGURE
= 3 Y 2'7.13
NO
24.5.9




















Add	 TbTAL RREA L{3 Ad Ed 24.r.T
24.5.6
aELOW	 r^lo- oecK. aEruk ►+ rd
(TRiDADFl1 = ( T11dADN)
	
+
IS	 [TMdAbN1 Nd FIGUFr	 2ti.d,
fPLAI.	 ( AMIfAdH1
	 = 'GT' aLQCC	 29.5











15 (TPLWT} .LT.	 YE5
(WTCPCI}(I}}1?
Nd






E5{PLAY	 YEE {TPLWT3 = IS	 (PLH1 YE5	 FC	 YE;	 I,
.LT. ( TPLWT ] + • LT • PALLEt - DHLY 	 f WT

















_^ I S P{} 1 ND	 I 5 Pi
= 2?	 = 3
YES
24.8.1













YES	 FC	 YES	 15 (TPLWT) .LT.	 YES












C PLR I. C RMDRUP )
= { AF )f MDRUPt I) 1
— C TFIOAUP },
24.B.1b
24.8.1.4	 24.8.15



















































LaROZNG	 Aran 5ET N = H1 = 35	 IPLH) Na	 â ){W^1 â )/l â ,	 â 1 Sl1.RT.{( â I)(al} .LT.	 CH1	 +ENVELOPE a1	 - N
CHECK






I PL CRH 6E L â R âEâ
ON t91 â -OEGY,.	 51:7
( âECK) FLRG=











24.9.5	 PL CRNNOT 9E
D1 =	 15 01	 YES	
LDRDEO ON
M!D-riECK. 5ET
OI _ N	 .LT. 0?	 ( DECK) FLAG






IF (DECK} FLAG =	 GO TO FlGUAE
[UP), SET ( AREAL =	 24.9.1 TO
[AmDAUP). IF IDECK)	 CONTINUE VIEWING
FLAG = ( UNDER), 5ET	 AND ENVELOPE
(AREA) = ( pMDAON).	 CHECK
85	 `' _
24_7.1
CD1ITixV A7I px pF
YIEU1xG Axp
ENYELDiE CHECA
FA015 FI . GVgE 21.9
i9 .9.7.1 ^	 ^	 24.9.7.2 29.9.7.3
	 .
IS ;PLA1 YES SET fAAEAI IS	 trLAl YES
.L7.
z tANpAUJ`3 •L7.





- .	 IF	 [tlELT.]	 FLAG • 24.9.q
iUNOEA I,	 AL CRN EE pETRiN 1Ae1pApN1 IS	 ClIARE ki ^La Ap E p pH Fltl p A PANEL ANp (A15tl ADP 1 FGA YES	 pL	 YES I5	 f7^,
uITH PA q rIAL nI p-oEFx IsANiFEST UPDATE PALLET-tlklY	 - I^iI P;'REr1DYE0.
	 1F IDECAI IF ALL LRITEAiA
FLAG = VP,	 CAk LOA p ARE 5A7ISFI£D
(PO1 7YPET
A60YE 11l b-PECK NO
ND i
24 . 4 .1 T +^7J




IS PII1	 kp IS PIEI
	
ND




	 ^OF POOR {^%J'A^IT^
_	




IF ( âELK} FLAB = tUP 1,	 (THUAUPt
24.4.10
= tTMâAUP} ♦ ( ALAI ARâ ILâA4Eâ 3 24.4.1]
ORES PL AAYE = tTMRAUP I.	 SET CAY AILI =
Zy .9.12
GO Tâ FIGURE
RIN6AL OA	 NR tAnâAUPI = fAFItnRAUP(171 IS {CRAKE â t	 ^q	 29. â ,	 RLâ CK
vfEtflltG	 AxGE:E tTnâ AUP),	 !F coELK} FLAG = .GT.	 zy.5 tiZITH
RESiA1Li[ âH7 (RNâEA 1,	 (Tfi â AâNI = ITnâ 0. âH) + iAYAfL}q	 (YE51[f LR1 AFtR tL â ARf 61 = tTn âA âK1. IYES
YES SET LAYAILI	 (Ang Aâ[!1 =












































GlflBAL ANO FROC1 PL	 I1R.TA
Yif1^t1H5
ODES PL HAYS YE5 gp,^—,	 GE7
ANGLE


































REC7RNGl1LRR? (PLf)).	 D3	 =
l HEX rCOS(PHI r pL5 =	 C [1R 2f 3)2 }	







a( 3}2 r	 +	 I PL^F r,	 D5	 ,
=	 2I Oa) +	 ( P LL },' 24.14.5
(PLR) =	 (D4r(05) 24.10.4.1
Y}EW3NG












I	 I	 I	 t	 i	 I
24.11 24.11.2 24.11.; 24.11.4	 2'+.11.7
24.:1.1
PRLLET Qli }	 YES I..E.,	 2 —PALLET i5	 L'URAENT YES	 SE7 PALLET	 SC	 T.77F p i! '1
2? ^	 TAR1N Rif] +JERED FC QF iiPE TRRIN	
iNDEx,	 FILL"^E





I.E., 3— PRLLET I5	 CIJFRENT	 yE5	 5ET	 PRLLET li Q'	 I+'.
TRAIN REg UIRE p FC	 DF	 TYPE	 TARiN	 lNOE:%, ^fIGUpE






















PT(Z1 + 1. SET
PI = PT ( ZI, F3 =
Pi(Z) + 1.
	24.12.19	 24.12.2fl
15 PT(Z } NC	 I5 Pi(Z 1 N^
















"4.12	 2 4.12. 1
IL"PRLL'eT	
I5 FC TYPE YE5
rAAIN	
a 2,
Ll] Rf] I NG
ND
^ ^^^+^




I5 FC TYPE A]p	 E.E., FC











15 Prc z! N^	 i5 PTC z } Na





SET. (PI) =	 SE7 (PI) =
'^	 5
2 4.12.5 24.12.6 24.!2.7	 24.12.$
AMaAQN = TPLWT = TmaRpN = R('taAUP
At'IaAa!) t P I)
	 + TPL (3rf P i 1	 + TP1DAa^lt P i)	 + Rl9aAUP{ P I }	 +
Rl7URll.,li p J } TP (_k)Tt PJ l 7 (7pAR:){ P! 7 RP1aFlUpt p J )
24.12.1'7 24.]2.8
SET	 {PI)	 = rr(DRtIP	 =
3,	 tP11	 = TI')aRUP(P E }	 +
K 7[1aA)) PIPJ 1
Z y .12.1(1	 ^
24.12.16
GO Ta FIGUHE
5ET	 C p I)	 = 24.+(,	 $LACK




-2.13	 24.12. i4 yES 24.12.15 YES 3iETURN TO
PTC Z)	 - IS	 PT ( T)	 Na I5	 PTIZ) Na FIGURE 24.0,PT;Z}	 +	 }
=	 Ip




















ND	 5ET (PI) =	 p^1DADHIPI) +L5 P(Z }	 I, ( PJ) =	 a^DaDHtPJ } +
	




















ACIOAUPLPI) +	 TMDRUPLPI) +	 GU 70 FIGURE
24.4, [iLDCKAMDAUPLPJ) +	 TMDAUPLPJI +
	 24.4.7	 `
AMOAUPI PK }	 TE^DAUP(PK 1
24.)3.b
AClOADH =




TPLWT =	 TMpROH =
TPLWTLPI } +	 TIM1DADNiPI) +
TPLWT(PJ) +	 TMbRDNI PJ) +
TPLWTL p K)	 TMDADN[PKI
'A
24.2{^.'j2'!.29.6
24.24 29.24.1	 29.20.4 SELECT
INITIALIZE
DETAILED SE7	 tBMAXI




2 9R 3?	 3	 ^ 2y ' PL	 1NDEX,	 PLON
MID— DEE












A EGA DER PL
= 12,	 LIST RY
{ pMAx) = 29	 pECENDING























FRAM E3ELQW	 LALCULATE AREA	 5TORE
MI©-DECK !. ) 5i	 FRRCTIOk,	 { AFARC)





LA5T PL	 NQ	 INCREMENT PL
ON	 INDEX, PLON






























2'1:21 .2 2 ^ . 21 .'^
29.21.3 28.21.5
28,2] 29.21.1 SELECT NEXt PL RPPLY SPRGING
BSLDW INITIRLIZE
FR p th p B p ERE p RELpW GET	 tPLA), FRCTDfl	 ISF)•
!WN) c
( Pf_W )/r_1
f'tE p—DECK PL	 1RDE%,
MI p`DECK PL LI5T, RECT f PLW ),	 f PLL ), { PLw 1	 = ILfJ)	
—
PLACEPIENT PLDN = I
I5 PL TYPE ANp	 { PLH ) PLL !






tPL p ),	 RNp
- { PLH ).	 SET







ING	 ROUNp ( wN) AN p (LN)
( WN1 =
	 UP TO NEx7 iNTERGER
)	 (PLb!)/t w, 1,	 VALU'	 (WNI1 =
(PLt 1
	
I LN) _	 ( WN )f ROU N p EO UP ),
}	 [ PLL )/t L5 !
	 I LNI } =






24.21.7 2't ..21.8 24 .2l .9
INITIALIZE 5£T SEC j f w ! = Gp Tfl
SECTlpN 1,	 SECI[L)= FIGURE ^:
]NOECiES.	 A = 1^	 M	 =	 (^ 24.22





































LS SECTIdH { A,61 SET TIE7UAN '
' nI11^pEC% rL
OELET E[] FROR yES FLAG ^
rt ACEf^EMT EELOW n1G^IFELK 29.22. CO T[I








S70RE NTH [IELEYE NIN
SECTIt1N [A.B 1, SECTECH tA^41.
IL.t]1	 IN hL IC^pi	 FA pll ^^+
flANIFESi FOR PL AYA[LAALE SECTION
LIST FOA rALLE7 I
24,2 2 ,1'1 ^
• N _ 1
24.22.E1	 rE5




' 2'1.22,2 24 .22 ,T
24.22.7 NO 24.22.5 24.22.6 YES I:ET5raR1: sECrlors
YES SET SFLFIUI (^,IA.;dI	 IR I5 SECTtL1 SELTSL] ° i5 SECTtHI Hp 'S£CTt 511 TE]1TEMPORARY r ; LN[ 13
]
c	 11IN117 1, n a M • I FQR
















SfCTI pH {A,5l^	 LAST	 Hp	 H ^ A[C, p l FR pR	 SECTION	 + }





2i,22.f _ Yi_22,1a 21,22.11 2a.22.1c
6ET FIAST SEC71p8




	 IH LS {6! YES 1•E•. CANNOT
A06 TL. TO
AeOYE 1t1 p'GECr 6Etpu Hp
}HilEx^	 (PLaNI ^
=5ECt1u7 + TEnPORARY nAHTFES7^ .GT. LOAp [ 'L eELpl! I71p'aECK tPL01t1	 1,	 GO
!.	 n a	 •n	 1 FOA PL. SET tA^RI {SnAT IT ML F•'p ECK LIST FOR. LLSTT TO F1GtlRE 
Ii-.2L,
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RETURN FLAG = .
24.25, RETURN TO
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MA*7IFEST	 FOA P! ^	 1 ^29.21.8
24.23.16
^.24.23.17
fdO HAS PL _	 j
Y E5 LOADING BEEN NO GU TO ^
TAlEO RBDYE F=GURE
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F gllND (WN) RNd
	 (LN) 29,29,9 2N_.29.(q
SPACIlIS { t!N}	 = UP	 TO NEXT	 INTEF? GER IN1TlAL1ZER	 l5F!• [Ptw1!(W51, VALUE•
	 (WNI }	 = S^CT!gN 5ET SECT[W) tiC	 iq
W -	 t,	 SECT { ^) F!^(1RE(5F!,	 tPtt) [LN)	 = cWN)cRQUr:nEd	 t)P) 
^
t^d!3ECIE5	 C	 =
_	 !	 *^	 _	 q 24.27




%EUYE	 15 SECTION	 SET RETl1RH
nlU-0EC% ►L	 IC,U1 PELEiEO	 YES	 FLAG =
P LFC EnEkT	 FRUR AYAfL%m LE	 24.25, GU Ta
ILUkilklfE61	 ^	 SEC7lUN L15T7	 F[GURE 24.23
24.25.4
SECTILI =
SECTS L I +
2^.Z5.9	 ^^
2'1-25.2
24:25.] 24.25.5 24.256	 24.25.6
^
yp GET FERSt SECTIUH
STt7RE	 SECTlpN SET nU SECTILI = IC,oI STUREO	 INIL, p 1	 1N ES SEC TILI YES SECTILI s [S	 SELTeu1 S £ CTEWI ^ TEIIPURaRr HAkIF EST;
f ENPUARY = { LN[17 1 =	 f4f H1 I7 l FOR PL.	 SET	 [C, p 1 ^
RANIFEST
















C C,UI FRpn 0.6 p YE	 LAST
R = I	












• 24.25.19 ^2~.25.24 24.25.20.1 ' Y
LRSi PL1H I]tCR EnEMT PL Gq Tq F[GURE
'
aB6YE H9
^	 IHâE=^	 PLUP 24.24,	 6LâCK
ni â-[IECK






RETURN T q -	 'iIi
FEGURE 2L n, "1









a 24.25.I p 	pp 24.25_l7 'f^
CET FlAST	 SECTE g H I$ TNERE ;I;flul
	
= [C, â 1 ST pR£R	 EN t5	 i â 1	 YES !-E.,	 CANH(IT 0.P â PL THrE5
;T{wl	 ` TEnPpeaer r1AHIFEST .Gr. Lpl4n PL AHgYE
RHOTHER 8ES7 PALLET
FOR PL.	 SET	 IC, p I tgnAS17 nt[1- â ECK ^C71.ET qH	 LIST ^	 ^•




PL i1 p 1,4 HAnEl
CAH HOT HE L â A g E q ^.-
pk CURRENT FC
2k.25 w 24.25.24 ,.n	 .
1NrfRACTIYE RETURN PL iâ .-^	 ^^
4YEAR1 âE7	 NIILgAO t1A[N Pt
TYPE
	 [LUA01 gR0EAf0












PL PLACECiENT FRpM	 29.26.2 GET	 NTH	 SECT!(IN SEi	 fC, p J	 = I53
p N PaLLET FIfiIlRE
	
^	 (^	 c	 I f Ji.B i	 ST p AED	 IN q I p	 +	 1 1
	 ($ I C S
FL0^7R 29 . 27 FI:rtPCRRAY +	 y ] f	 / AYN
















'	 t a^^^^ ^
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15 5ECTI p N	 YES	 (l„p}
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FQR PL?	 + !
YES
24.26.9	 2'(.26.!0
5ET Ia,S}	 GO Tp FLGtlHE
_ {^ -	 24.21, BLACK
! , p - 3}	 24.21.4
27.26.7.1









	SELECT FIF^51	 -^------ ^^-	 I`s (t p l * 2! )
'1ELQFE RNLI
	(Di) = Q,	 ^ PALLET	 L,2 4R
	
..y --
'1dAL/VIEWING	 (W5I } = 0	 SECII4N f C,l1)	 ^	 30	 3	 f t DI I
ECK	 FQR PL	 241?1 ^....	
—^--^- -
24,21.FI
IS {{ p !] * 4I









f D I) = (D I)	 N4 { (O i) + 1 k	 YES
{WSi} + {WS}	 ((DE + 4} i
24.27.16	 24.27.15 YES




FRDr} FECIP pAAAY	 SECTIONS A'TAILA9LE
ASSIGNED
	 QN PALLi:T A80YE






IS PI i } =















HD IS {p)	 YES
7 ^^ p ^ 1
1 	.GT. 60^
^ooR ^^
rrr nraSer^L,^ nou c^s^
24.zr.ka
—_-. _._.___.._
	 29 .2 r .5
.LE. lO y .LE.	
SEF O1 =
^^ ._.___.._	















FOR LOA p ING O.N
p`DECK	 PALLET FLOOR
24.2r-1
GO TG FIG!!na	 JII	 ^-
	
IS PLri	 YE5	 29.2T FOti
— .LT. {Hk	 YIEWIP;G CONFLICT
	
+ Hk3 y ?	 TE57 WITH
	
-N,.,	 ApJR^^E!YT PI'S	 '
24.2T.13
	 ^	 ,^ ^
I.,., PL CRH Nai	 24.2T_9 .^





A55IGNe;] SEETIOr^S	 24.38 W ITH {YES f. GO
A3s V c ('ktp'QECK	 70 FIGURE 2.25, ;i
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BELOW SECTIpH IR,$) Fj
CONFLICT FROM TEMPORARY
(^TEST RBpVE RS5IGHEp SECTION




GET FIR Si' SET (E,F)5ECTI4N (C,D )
_ (S,F t




5ET iE,F} _ (C,R } 15 SECTI pH LE,F1
4 ),	 (A, B } =	 ( C, p } 1 N ABOVE Hip^DECK Hp
Ft MAX) = Di MaX ), TEt1FORARY
FC MIN) = p ( MIN ), R55IGHED LIST FOR











iT SET	 ( E,F) _	 (A,B 15 SECTidH (ErF3 GO '+O FIGURE
{p	 B1 SET	 [LEFT) + 4)	 F(MR%) = IN BELOW MIO—BECK	 Nd z4.28.4	 Td
7PORARY FLAG = 
0,
B[ MA % ),	 F( bI I H)	 = TEMPORARY CdNTlHUE
) SECTIOH (BRCK) FLAG B{MIN),	 1d	 =	 tl r A55lGHEd LIST FOA YIEWIHG
i PL — 0 F(FIRST} _	 (B} Pt? CONFLICT TEST
YES
:4.28,15 24.28.14





TH ABOYE HIO'OECK NO
5ET
TQi9PtlRARY F[ SECOH q }










2 y .2s.lr	 YES
i5	 SECil611
18,81	 tPL H E71} 71q
=E•
R b If.F 7? 24_ZB .211	 rES
15 SECTION	 nG ,
24-29.8 IE,FI PLHEx
.tE.	 ofit a,e 1
GET 06 FRgn
110.N1f E5T	 FOR '
SfC7lOti	 tE,F7




n11 p lFEST	 FqR
SECTION tA,87




NG	 t£,F I H0.YE
YlEwlr+G
R £7UTAEM EIlT7 24.28.!9
24.26.4 2x.28.6	 NG 24.28.7	 HG 2x,28.9	 I1G IRiERaCT[YE g ISPLAr-24.29.5 Pt•5
	 !rr SECT1 pnS ta,OY
Yi£wiNG gET oGES SECT[ gM OgES 5ECT1 gR ggES SEC7FgN aN0	 tE,FI 80.vf	 Pg55i0LE	 YfS	 ^
C gNFilt;f 7E $ T FlSECOpo7 tE,FI	 t4RYE YE;	 IR,EI PL HAY£ Y£5
	 IF,FI PL IiA y E	 YES YIEwIHG CgHFL[CT.
t CGkT188EG1 =	 tF1 7180TnER PL Y]Ew1sG v1EU11+G Pt10.,01	 I q	 =	 7	 !






















































Cpn9[HE PL'S.	 PLA =
' 25.0
pRES PL HRYE	 1P5
AGES PLi R! HAYS LE1 Pt 0.J A)	 +	 PL 8181.
25.2
IPS gEptllPEnEHT2	 YE5
[pnP AHi pN PL	 fp YES	 CpnPA>tilpN Pit =	 GREA T ER pc GET	 1
npQEL 1PS	 °	 1	 FOR PL
8E np L'HfEO
	 IH PLlB1	 FA p ff PLLlP1
	 pP	 PLL181. pAT0.'
lH pA1R 6g5ET
CAMHISTER pH
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	 = 25.125	 2 25.5	 25.6 25.8^[ B 1 .
tlF:A
.
PLA -	 i iP5 PL tNl6TM =
_.^
Rtltl ME N PL 1147AGET	 iP5 AAEAl2 + I [PS slPL =	 if• 5PLA = IPS Ttl PL n4l.^F EST. FE FN R/{	 TTf
.LI B i. tlATA EASE
PLA1 LENGTH/2 - y	
s+Eii.„f	 •

































SELECT PTR Sr^Et7 CTH ^	 .
PALLET. CRTTERIUN FR^H pegs LAST YES
1HITIALIiE APL TABLE	 26.1.	 CTH CR1TERltlN3
CRITEREUH IHOEY. CPI7ER[tlH TEST F9R









YES FC, CHxN4E TYPE
PALLET	 IHOE%.
p pLt ET7 - BE ROOE9 TO Ttl	 f Ttl	 TPRInE
P x P • 1 IP nTR FC (SEE 15EE	 faBLE	 26.21,PLR Si?^] TABLE 26,21 SET P=






t9A0 HTH 'APL	 26.15	 GEHERaTE
ONf{i PTH PALLET 	
LAST	 YES	 SPACELA9 FC uITH
tlF nrR FC-- Ft	











GET-- i]PL = GIERRT IHG pHRATIpH	 2T.1
27.a	 2T.!	 FGR PL, GPL	 PIAx RLL pMA6LE G -
LEYEL FOR PL [IVRIHG pPERRTfpH,	 pETERnIHE TOTAL
G - LEYEL
	
IS G - LEYEL YES	 pM = MESSIAH GHRRTIGH, I, GII	
ASSIGHE9 G ^ LEYEL
t:RI7ERIGH	 CUH5TRpIHT	 Tp C1, Alt TG C1 = LI5T pF	
T1ME FOA fC, pCTGT
REOVtREdT
	
p551Gxpp G - LEYELS FGR FC15E7 	 ' S11nRTIGH pF
Hp	 PRYLpRp 1HGEx 1 = 0 pHp SEE	
6C117, WHERE I =
T p11LE 27.2,1)
	
H = Nungt:R GF
	
Tp H
















0.55lGHEp 1: - LEYEL
pCTOT ► pPL I.E.,
RfTpRN Tp
TIriE FQR FC,	 pC7 pT	 RESET GAL ,LE,	 YES ppL , Lf,	 Np ND	 pClll F1Gl1RE	 T.T,e,
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